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has not been enhanc
g o v e m ~ e n t ' position
s
it has recently sustained after its major 19
ernment continues to be based on a coalition between
es which remain highly suspicious of each other. The
ars of destruction and
inistration, weake
ge years in power), is
ially during the
inefficient and prone to corruption.
tantial reconstruction funds
are available from the internation
but the ongoing armed
conflict is holding back Cambodia's chances for investment and
er outlining the experience of the
rnment in the I99
1994 is assessed.
season, the current political situation in
attention in Cambodia has focussed on
government's pro
mer Rouge, a concept which has revealed divisions in the
er Rouge challenge.
t's ranks on how best to handle the
proposal by King
y has also been aroused by a r
Sihanouk that he should assume executive powers to promote 'national
reconciliation'. Tensions between elements of the two major rulin
coalition parties (FU CINPEC and the CPP) have been revealed by
a recent decision by the co-prime ministers t
major controversy o
f the lucrative logging export trade to the
cision criticised strongly by the c
parent coup attempt led by two diss
uly was easily containe
added to the climate of uncertainty.
ambodia's efforts to redevelo
special emphasis on the se
Thailand. The
ut this is stil
ict and instabili
olicy towards

elations are discussed, wit
continuing atmosphere

i

ess has been made i

ambodia since the elections an
e but significant p
conflict with the
been enhanced b

The government continues to be based on a
arties which remain highly suspicious of each other. The
s administration, weakened by years of destruction and
mer Rouge years in power), is
isolation (especially during the
inefficient and prone to corruptio Substantial reconstruction funds
tional community but the ongoing arme
are available from the in
mbodia's chances for investment an
conflict is holdin
recovery.

mber of Cambodians, including the
reser~ationsabout

mounted by two dissident

cise review of
rospects for stability a
ng, the failure of the
e current controversy

a: The

come a clear second but controlled by far the largest armed forces and
the administration of the country. Since a new constitution had to be
ratified by a vote of two thirds of the new assembly (80 out of 120
seats) some cooperation between the ~ ~ N ~ I N Pand
E the
C CP
essential.
brief secessio
he incumbent CP
unhappy at the results an
was mounted by CPP elements in early June in four eastern provinces
(probably with the aim of exerting pressure on FU
compromise on sharing power). With the collapse of
attempt within a few ays, a coalition arrangement was developed
between the two major arties which paved the way for the formation
sional coalition government between F
CINPEC and the
the Constituent
the adoption of a new constitution
sernbly on 21 September. Prince Sihanouk was re
constitutional monarch who would 'reign but not rule' on
n (CPP) became
Government of
nistries was sha

parliamentary secretaries were appointed on an alternate basis to give
ties representation in each
similar comple
arrangement has been int
rovincial level.

1994, ~ i ~ g a p o r e ,

Economically the international community made its commitment to
r e c o ~ s t ~ c t i oclear
n at a meeting of the International Committee for
uction of Cambodia (ICORC), a group established through
eements. The ICORC members committed just under
US1 billion in assis
also able to re-establish
relations with both th
the Asian Developm
), took steps to reorganise financial management

e collection and government finances improved

, progress in a number of areas has continued but it has been
nied by substantial ongoing problems, many compounded by
er Rouge's continuing effort to maximise its influence by force,
e government's faltering attempts to contain them.

.
oyal Government emerge
optimism, particularly after the notab
the image of the ~ o v e ~ m e in
n t 199
developments, notably the unsuccess
intern^ tensions, del

ose intimidation failed completely to dissu
voting. In the wake of this failure, the new
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g o v e ~ m e nattempted
t
to as
and Pailin. Pa
because the
terests have been eager to
rves which Th
been able to earn a large
imber concessions to Thai individuals
and business interests. This income has been crucial for
e at a time when it has lost the material support it h
China. The
ouge in 1994 are not necessarily a
ularly strong
are thought to retain armed forces of
sibly 9,000-12,OO~and they do not now have the capacity to defeat
government or to seize power. However the Khmer Rouge remain
ell-funded, have a dedicated and experienced leadership, an
maintain well-organised armed forces. In the context of Cambodia
economic debilitation, weak institutions and anaemic administration,
nt's much larger but inefficiently organised
and the
armed
er Rouge continue to pose a substantial
challenge.
d captured Anlong
ever in both case
ployed classic Maoist guerilla tactics and withdrew before the
overnment forces arrived. Government forces were able to briefly
ccupy both areas but the
forces suffered from inadequate
rship, poor morale and badly organised logistics; having occupied
ositions, they made no effective efforts t o establish defences, In
each case within a few days, the
er Rouge were able to isolate the
ithdraw, It is thought that the
ieved this were in fact sub
ernment forces t
en ~ a ~ b o d i a second
's
largest
ent contained the situation.
fighting caused substantial casualties to the
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Source: Far Eastern Economic Review, 27 January 1994.

The fighting exposed the weaknesses in the government forces'
leadership, logistical capacities and morale. The areas occupied b
were taken essentially because t
awn, There was considerable looting
mer Rouge town of Pailin.
saults the RCAF' were
CAF's soldiers, who had often been unpaid
nthusiasm for conflict. The outcome also
brought into question the wisdom of the government's leadership in
. Vietnamese forces had attempted from 1979
to combat the
Rouge with a far more effective army but
, for example in a major d
estimated that the
ouge controlle
ch if not more territory as they had at the outset. The
ernment, which had appeared to be establishin
ychological advantage over the
mer Rouge in
therefore suffered a blow to its image and prestige.

t fro

', Phno

r the b e n e ~ot

limited so far.
to combat and cont
mer Rouge, the ~ o v e r n m e ~ t
ditional problems
ges. The coalition between
CPP has continued to function, but strains have
CINPEC and
een evident. The P has remained the more powerful
its continuing strong influence in the bureaucracy an
forces.
EC has found it difficult t
in mini
ly because of its own la
E 6 has faced in asserting influence
ers. The problems FU
ed to some internal
faction a t the party's seemingly
ee of political i~fluencein the

operations were inhibited by a dispute over the issue of membership
Song and Prince
Song was Interio
nister in the forme
he regime in Phnom Penh in power at the time of
s and which had been established

led a brief sece
immediate aftermath of the elections.
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on and ~ d n a p p i n g s
o occurred (including the two Britons and one Australian ilkinson - detained on 11April on the road from Phnom Penh
to ~ i h a n o u ~ v ~and
l l e not yet released). The prevalence of crime has
been an obvious disincentive to investment and articularly tour ism,
which offers Cambodia one of its best economic prospects.
rruption poses further intractable problems. Cambodia's
inistration was severely debilitated by the years of conflict and it
remains poorly paid. Not surprisingly corruption has been extensive.
units in the assaults in early 199
able amounts of ammunition to th
is also a major issue in education; underpaid teachers an
administrators have been willing to receive payment for passage in
s. As a result, student motivation and morale has been
affected badly? The issue poses obvious challenges to the prestige
and capacity of the government.

tra-go
The armed resistance of th
major obstacle
to recovery and stability in
ge do not have
the strength to regain power in the medium future but the ongoing
conflict with the government is a severe disincentive t o invest
ebate continues on how the g o v e r n ~ e n should
t
respond,
with opinions divided between
roponents of reconciliation led by
also been the fo
o v e ~ m e nwhic
t

C. Brown, 'Soubert:
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military means?
The response of the government so far has been to hold talks with the

rnent was prepared to accept the
into the government as advisers.

ed challenge the government
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substantial controversy in
pecially in the CPP) have argued that its
d to take a clear stand on the party and
would end the current ability of KLmer Rouge leaders to enter
Thailand using their
travel documents.
external support for
assist
to
a party clearly in
now involve
the Khmer Rouge w
violation of C a ~ b o d i a nlaw. ritics of the proposed law, however,
argue that it may escalate t h conflict with the K3mer Rouge and
nt' by the government against its o ~ ~ o n e n t s .
Rainsy was quoted at the end of June as
complaining abou
NCfNPEC to support
the measure; all F
uired to sign the draft
law. Rainsy said that, 'There is very strong pressure for all
Those who oppose the law, openly, publicly, will have problems with
the authorities, so who dares?' Rainsy commented that 'They should
arrest the king first' noting that the king is against the outlawing of
the Khmer Rouge and favours a negotiated solution. Rainsy added:
'The regime is going to be repressive if this law is adopted'?
the time of writing, the issue was still ve much in contention,
ng Sihanouk was reported to be reluctant
the bill but was
expected to do so. The bill was before the
ssembly but was
to be voted on finally until after 18 July. On 6 July the
approved the first article of the bill which formally
DK and its arm forces. Prince anariddh was reported
that the ban d not rule out t possibility of further

tate of Siege', Far Easte

Economic Izeview (FEER),

1994

ebate begins on o u t l a ~ n g

uters, 30 June 1994.
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to

under his proposal he would be both the head of state and the head of
ts: Ranariddh,
inance Minister
President and
k said that 'My
parties. I will
ihanouk note that the concept would only be feasible if the
parliament pro sed it with the necessary two thirds majority and that
it would have to hav the support of both major parties ( F U N C I ~ P E C
and
umber of senior
'polit
ration' had urged
him to assume substantive power. Sihanouk stated that his program
government, 'the
would be substantially the same as that of the
rehabilitatio~and rec
he only difference
is no war with the
er Rouge in my
government'.
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The interview by

produced considerable dissension
highlighted both differences b
and differences within FUNCI
n reacted sharp
on 18 June Hu
ve powers on t h
stitution. Hun
suggested that the interview had been used to fo ent instability: he
said that '... a
are unscrupulously
greedy of pow
so far as to
hai businessmen not to work with the ~ u r r e n t

10

law t o law banning
Press, 2 July 1994,
ate Thaye

ct',

3 June 1994.
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reconciliation
rences within
anariddh has come under
too closely with
mer Rouge from
indicated that he did not
Rouge. Finance Minster
ed in mid June, stated that 'Hun Sen has said that
ses the government must leave the government.
important decision of his life: split with
n.' Prince Sirivudh w
Far Eastern Economic Review as stating: 'I will re
uncinpec minister or
1 have in~ormedmy
ion of supportin
ihanouk in a message to Hun en said that he
would not be seeking to become prime minister and that he wou
further medical treatment which would effectively keep him in
until the end of the year.
ile this may have eased one of
*
diate focuses fo tension in the government, the divisions which
been revealed appear to be serious. These divisions were
highlighted by another policy controversy which was revealed at the
end of June.
The issue of timber exports has been
ensitive one i
Cambodia. The country's timber reserves are one of its most
important resources but h
e and busine

tion (Bangkok), in BBC
i nt og
ate Thayer, ' ~ ~ n ~Up
1994.
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f controversy at the end
a letter on 17 June fro
ime Minister Chuan Leekp
letter indicated that an agreement had been concluded between the
Cambodian leaders and Thailand which would give control over timber
efence. Exports had previously required
tries of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries,
and International Cooperation, and Finance
rangement may well be aimed at giving
reased funds to enable it to purchase
he issue of timber e x p o ~ s

agreement produced heated reaction from Finance
sy because it contravened directly the efforts
sponsoring with i n t e ~ a t i o n a l support to re larise financial
administration in Cambodia ainsy was quoted by Reuters as stating
that:
The Ministry of efence is the ministry in charge of implementing
the decision and of con ucting the wood export business ... It (the
deal) goes against ou budget law which states that all state
revenues should be centralised in the budget. It can certainly
rious damage to our forests, to our environment if
nough control and I would say no control at all on
on the export of timber.
ecision of our two prime ministers - what can
he co~troversyover the timber export deal has serv
the pressures exerted on the Cambodian government
continuation of the
ouge's insurgency.
ent and especially

~
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~ Posh
g 7~June
o 1994.
~

odd, '
June 1994.

ian

u te

is

the capital.l7
The motivation
degree of seriousn
remained unclea
the time of writing.
given an interview in which he was highly
vernment. l8 C h a ~ a p o n ghas
thin sectors o f t
ate Thayer recent

of the 'coup' attempt
akrapong had recently
cal of the performance
ained a controversial

0th Prince Chakrapong and Sin ong are widely viewed as near
heroes within some senior CPP circles for what they consider their
role in forcing a power sharing agreement in the aftermath of the
elections that allowed the CPP to retain a lions share of the power
ernment, despite coming second in the elections.
is, in turn, widely despised by senior members of
ew him as corrupt, as traitorous for his defection
EC in 19911, and culpable for the deaths of
uncinpec party members.lg
e immediate ~ o t i v e
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, and Reuters rep0

ot clear at the ti
ave been the apparent

ihanoukrs son', The

urfaces, tells g o d to go', Phnom Penh Pwd,
1994.
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n alternative re

from the political
since the dispute
ly had been a major
t, however, although
apparently relatively minor in scale, has also added to the impression
of instability in Cambodia at a time when the government h
anxious to try to reassure foreign investors and aid donors,

ation of the
eptember 1993,
international i
able to begin to redu
st
s and by Forei
s by the two prime m
Sirivudh were pursued in 1993 to re-establish contacts with
neighbouring states (principally Vietnam, Laos and T h a i l a ~ d )
seek further source of aid. However, Cambodia's intern
relations remain at
early stage of development and in some areas
This is particularly the case with its immediate
ietnam. and Thailand.
received solid support from the international corn
ction aid; this was reaffirmed at the latest
arch (see below). However, there has been
become involved in directly
ce internationally
nce. Several countries
supporting the g o v e ~ m e nwith
t
milita
have cQnsideredproviding some assista
tates has agreed to provide 90 speciali
clearing and e n ~ n e e r i n gtasks, including road
been investigating the provision of training assi
owever by late June, no major ~ommitments
revealed.

up attempt fails',

e responsible for a number
d 1993 and over 20,000
nsions also remain over
order issues: Vietnam has not expressed concern about this issue but
having made border
t commission has been
established to examine the border issues. The question of the status
in Cambodia of people of ietnamese ethnicity (many of them long
term residents) has also yet to be clarified.

it clear that it seeks good relations with
rovide any direct assistanc
ng opposition to the
inister Le Mai stated in
evelopments in Cambodia but would
not be providing any assistance to the government:
ng about some military support for the government
er Rouge today. It is not the Vietnamese duty to
its the turn of
did once and that's enough.
overnment to
help if they want to help
Thailand continue to be contentious,
contacts between elements in Thai1
Thai government announced in late 1993 that it
unit ('Unit 838') which had
mbodian resistance factions
affirmed strongly
overnment of
deny that Th
and have critici
esmen have also expressed
e

1
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e

enials, reports have p
in Thailand and the
mer Rouge
een Thai business and t
have been exte
inue to operate.25 The issue of possible
links between
nts of the Thai military gained extensive recent
attention when the existence of a large collection of weapons sto
a site in Chantaburi Province was disclosed in December 1993.
of the weap
were evidently o r i ~ n a l l yfrom hina, and they
appeared to
under Cambodian guards in Tha territory. The
discovery of the weapons came after a search by a Thai police
its way to Cambodia with five tonnes of
a ~ b o d i a narrested by
olice i d e n t i ~ e dhimself
t the weapons belonged to
and that they were being
discovery of the weapons was followed by
hai military spoke
n who sought to deny
any connection between the wea
ouge. They did
not ~ x p l a i nthe alleged presence
at the weapons
site or the statement by the arrested Cambodian.26 The incident
illustrated sharply the dilemmas posed for both the Cambodian and
hai ~overnmentsby the apparent continuation of some links between
elements of the Thai milita

3 Thailand urges
4

to oppose milita

to Phnorn Penh', Bangkok,

'Prasong hits back over claims by arnbodia', Bangkok Post, 18
for example 'Thais now srnuggling timber to recoup loss', Bangkok Past; 11

m Branigin, Thais Sc
rnents after Discovery

om Cache: Con

C ~ ~ b o d iThe
~ :Imm

11 fi

ent i

ult t

at protecting the

Pot's best ally.27
Thailand officially rejected Abramowitz' comments. Nonetheless the
with elements in Thailand continues as
most contentious and d i f ~ c u l taspects of the
~ ~ m b o d i The
a ~ issue is also cited b
y justifications for the propo~edmeasure

ess towards e c o n o ~ i c
~ a m b o d i ahas made some si
since the elections
ration of the
vernrnent provided a boost to economic confidence in
particularly because it opened up the prospects of increase
for investment. In the latter half of 199
ened and Cambodia was able to norrnalise
introduced measures to increase stat
management.

new financial st

199
bY
ollection under

a ~ b o d i a ' saccess to international assistance was also recently
tee for the
orsed by the meeting of the Internati
1994. The
onstruction of Cambodia (ICORC) in To
overnment presente a blueprint aimed at the doubling of national
income in the n t decade thr
and the market'.
optimistically stated,
odia'. The aid donors responded positively at the
meeting and additional funds were pledged.
ents have been matched by continuing
city for recove continues to be hampered
es of skilled personnel. Delays in decisionma~ngin
ly and the government have held up the adoption
of much needed r e ~ l a t i o n s . A new law on foreign investment was
being prepared
June; its adoption has been seen as crucial to
encourage forei
The weakness of ambodia's government nd administration has left
wide open to smuggling and illegal and environmentally
esource exploitation (includin excessive rates of timber
dia's rubber exports
estimates that half of Ca
d across the border t
etnam. A ban was
flogs in 1993 but this has been widely evaded.
e, First Prime
d that the
environmental situation in
to the brink'
nsequences if the situation was n
blems r a n ~ n gfro
logging (as already discussed) to flooding caused
i ~ i g a t i o nsystems. T
laws but its eapac

r of hotel investment

obviously because political stability is absolutely essential for economic
ess to be r e a l i ~ e d ' . ~ ~

an. active advocate of and participant in the
ustralia has remained closely i n t e r e s t e ~in the evoluti
on since the elections. 'Australia has a substantial a
rogram in a range of development areas and has provi
in assistance to help support mine clearance. Since
supported in principle the concept of military aid
Cambodian government by countries which supported the peace
process but the provision of additional military assistance is bein
ons side red ~autiouslyby the ~overnmentand investigation into the
issue are still underway.
ustralia's aid program is outlined at nex A. The government in
1994/95 budget announced a forward c o m m i t ~ e nto
t Cambodia of $
illion over the four
so worked actively t
by pa~icipatingin the
mbodia to restore full

iriam Jordan,'Ca
n e w 4 Strife Places
Wall Street Journal, 28 June 1994.
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ay 1994.

oblem is bound to continue in one form or
solution is found.
until either a political or milit
hich included some
lia could accept a political solutio
to the mainstream political life of the
a ~ a n g e m e n twere acceptable to the
that government
elected Cambodian government. I
accepting anyth
ge giving up its
t e ~ i t olaying
~,
accepting the legitimacy of the
1993 elections.
arly require a sign
ed Forces. This is
veryone, including the Cambodi
rmally requested assistance from
considering that request very seriously.
The request for assistance from the Cambodian governm
f o l l o ~ e dby further discussions. In June talks were held
ith delegations led by
an of the Committee for the Dev
th the Commander in Chief of the
the meetings with General
d that an Australian rec
ambodia to assess the needs of the Cambodian armed forces. Senator
vans commented at the same time that the Australian government
was 'sympathetic to the need to give some additional assistance, to get
armed forces into
ically more training
is a great deal of belief
to be supplyin
onitoring the debate
d is understood to
t team to evaluate C a ~ b o d i a na
June 1994.
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to confront the

e events of the first half of 1994 have issipated some of the
rnment enjoyed after its inaugurat
r part of 1993, the new
ernment assumed office with the pre~tigeof being an elected and
severe and public repudiation when nearly ninety
Cambodian people went to the polls in defiance of the
threats~although the par

esilience. The government appe
political advantages for no commensurate gain,
he conflict between the government and
ion of stalemate, w
mer Rouge are not in a positio
forces are not large (compa
they remain highly unpopular in many areas of the
y in the cities, and any major bid by them for more
roduce a hostile international reaction.
s not appear t o have the capacity to remove
from the areas the party controls: the

Th
ional reco~ciliat~on.

ma for ~ a ~ b o disi that
a
each path

1.

ate

ressure on
aintain their organis

egotiated solution
e elements into
roblems. The
friction in a ~oalition
them and the CPP in
use their presence in
to promote effective
power. It is also
in fact be prepared to
give up their territorial control and their amned forces since these two
een the basis of the party's surviv
they lost power in 1979.
hich Cambodian politics will evolve in the nea
the outcome of several major factors.
ernment can contain the p o t e ~ t i afor
l
e key issue is whether t
conclusion of the dry season milita
visions in its own ranks.
campaign and the proposal for more executive powers for
has seen the most significant indication of intra-government
-party strains since the election. These tensions have the
potential to damage the government. If, for example, the government
through internal c o n ~ i c t s
ministers such as
image would be likely to suffer.
ant issue will be the capacity of the government t
reform with international assistance. The 199
h this is needed.
campaigns have illustrated h
improved t ~ a i n i n
, well-organise
to be neither
logistics for the
rapid.
f the government to encourage
third issue is the capaci
ange, especially in rural Camb
uctive econom
s will necessitate more rapid moves to encou
i n ~ e s t ~ e and
n t action to reduce corruption, foster
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is a summary of the main activities under the Australia aid program to
~~bodia.
Australia has exceeded its original aid pledge to Cambodia. The bilateral allocation of S 16.8
r 1993/94 Will be supplemented by ergency assistance to bring total aid flows to

The Australian o v e m e n t in its 1994/95 udget statement issued a new ple
&on to Cambodia over the four years 1994/95 to 1997/98.

frastru ct u r e
*

-

a project involving technical assistance to bridge authorities and reconstruction of up
to 16 ~ e d i span
u ~ bridges is to commence in July 1994 (S8.75rn);
under the'new pledge, consideration is being given to increasing infrastructure
activities, including a d ~ ~ s t r a t i v ~ e g a ~ p usector
b l i c development. An identification
mission is programmed for late 1994.
ducat ion

0

e

0

0

the Australian Centre for English, established by the I ~ t e m a t ~ o nDevelopment
al
Program (IDP) supported by AIDAB, p r o ~ d i n gEnglish age t
r to ministry
~
~
officials through to 1996 (SL2m);
a Bachelor of Education (Teaching English) pro am at the U ~ v e r s ofPhno
i~
Penh, jointly managed by IDP and the University of Canberra (
the development of an intermediate nglish language teaching progr
Australia with broadcasting commencing mid 1994 ( ~ ~ . 5 m )

p l ~ advisor
g
has been placed in the nistry of Education.
is cunentIy
considering placing a second advisor and specialised short-term c o n s u l t ~ c i e s .
under the new pledg it is intended to develop a
under the Australian ponsored Training Award

tfe~ows~ps

is c u ~ e n t l yconsiderin

g advisor to the

adviser with the

nsideration is a1

ng project and small scale imgat~on d water supply

e

*

0

9

0

consideration is bein
ven to hrther Australian asistance in the a
particularly in agricultural extension training.

continued assistance has been provided to UNICEF national programs in child
imunisation (polio, neo-natal tetanus) and water supply and sanitation ($2.0m);
anumber o f N

activities in maternal and child health, and in primary health care.

und~rthen
dge, additional i~tiativescovering polio eradicatio~neo-natal
tetanus, IFI
S and malaria are being considered, with an ident~cationfission
planned for A u ~ eptember
s ~
1994.
an adviser is to be placed in the
Health issues

nistry of Health assisting in ~ a t e ~ a l

was estab~shedto enable Aus

hgees into Cambodian society. A tot
~ r ~
valued at $5.5 million targetting areas such as a ~ c u l rec
en~ration,water supply d sanitation, and re
been approved for i~p~ementation.

e

rrent co
00,O~O

e

rther evaluation of effectiv
) possible her assist^

0

.

0

1 be considered.

~ o ~ t ~ eforn 1993/94
t s
has exceeded
rther e ~ e ~ t i v e nevaluati
es~
n consideration is being given t
r d ~ ~ activities
n g up to 2 miilion per year.
: A total of $5.4 million of food aid

terial supplied by

lion. Subject to
inued assistance

